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Biological evolution is random in nature, capable of optimizing a particular function of a sub-system S
but unable to guarantee that S as a whole be functionally flaw-less. If the core of the human language
faculty (aka Universal Grammar) is a set of linguistically dedicated functions of the brain as Chomsky
suggests, one is logically prompted to askwhether UG has functional flaws or gaps. This work does
exactly that. Starting with the serial verb constructions (SVC) in Chinese, we proceed to prove that UG
indeed contains one such functional gap: it is not programmed to structurally put together two bare
verbal projections of which neither one is a thematic argument of the other. When this gap interferes
with sentence-production, a general cognitive function such as iconicity is called in to help out,
interacting with UG to yield a set of facts characteristic of SVC.
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Yafei Li received a PhD from MIT in linguistics in 1990 and is now Professor in the Department of
Linguistics at University of Wisconsin-Madison. The areas of research include syntax, the
morphology-syntax interface and the philosophy of science. He published a book from the MIT Press
and co-authored one from the Cambridge University Press. He also has articles from ˪ᷕ⚳婆㔯˫˪
, ⢾
婆㔁⬠冯䞼䨞˫,˪䔞ẋ婆妨⬠˫, Language, Language and Linguistics, Linguistic Inquiry, Natural
Language and Linguistic Theory, The Journal of East Asian Linguistics, The Linguistic Review, among
other refereed journals and volumes. He is currently writing a book on the interface between universal
grammar and iconicity, plus a few articles one of which explores the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis on the
basis of a detailed study of Chinese question words zenme ‘how’, shenme ‘what’ and duome ‘how, how
much’.
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